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(Regular President Stanley McCafferey is currently touring as President
of Rotary International).
On Saturday the event will be a
talent-packed variety show, featuring
more than 20 performances of art,
dance, music and athletics. This
event is scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.
Among the performers in the
Saturday grand-opening show will
be a Dixieland jazz band, the
Maharlika Dance Troup, gospel
singers, Pacific Dance Ensemble,
Stockton Opera Association, high
school bands, Chinese folk dancers,
the Stockton Chorale and a barber
shop quartet. Also appearing on that
particular bill will be representative
from UOP's student body, including
the brass ensemble, cheerleaders and
the volleyball and basketball teams.
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Ground eye view of the new $7.5 million Alex G. Spanos
Center Unveiling will take place on Friday,September 11th.

By Kevin Bartram
Pacifican Editor-in-Chief

The University of the Pacific's
controversial 6,000 seat Alex G.
Spanos Events Center will finally
open its doors this weekend with a
series of three events.
The $7 million center will hold its

first activity at an All-University
Convocation at 3 p.m. on Friday,
September 11. Roderick W. Beaton,
president of United Press Inter
national and a Pacific alumnus, will
be the featured speaker.
The convocation will include a
cap and gown procession by the
faculty, and comments by UOP's Ac
ting President, Dr. Clifford Hand.

Alex G. Spanos, a Stockton
resident and the largest single con
tributor toward the Center, will be
honored at the Saturday event.
Sunday's activity will be an open
house, with tours of the complex
from 2 to 5 p.m.
There are no charges for any
events held this weekend at the
Spanos Center. Student tickets are
available at the information booth in
the University Center.

September 18,1981

next year

"One of the most valuable
features of the center," stated acting
President Dr. Hand, "is that it will
provide an opportunity for the entire
University community to come
together. That's the reason for the
convocation."
The UOP Conservatory holds

(See Center, page 8)

UP! Chief to
speak Friday
at convocation
Roderick W. Beaton, president
and chief executive officer at United
Press Inernational will be the
featured speaker at Friday after
noon's convocation for the Alex G.
Spanos Events Center.
Beaton, an ex-Pacific student
and graduate of the University of
California, will be speaking on the ef
fect of the new means of gathering
and disseminating news on traditional
concepts of freedom of the press.
The UPI president can be heard
at 3 p.m. at the Spanos Center on
Friday

Students involved with payment of Center
By Kevin Bartram
Pacifican Editor-in-Chief

With the Spanos Center nearly
completed and ready for operation,
UOP is pressed to plan a method of
paying off the debts incurred during
the building's erection.
Some of the needed funds will
come from the sale of the Grace
Covell estate. Mrs. Covell left her
ranch to Pacific in her will, for the
purpose of eventually selling the
property and investing the proceeds
into the school.
The estate is worth nearly $3
million and will then be invested, and
the accumulated interest will go
towards payment of Spanos Center
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University's
inner
colleges
and
Professional schools, marched in a
caP and gown procession.
The "Convocation Ensemble,"
a group of UOP band members, per
formed intermittently throughout the
event.
In his speech, Beaton cited press
freedom as "one of the most critical
'"ternational issues that this student
generation will have to face" in the
"ear future.
Beaton described a declaration
(the "Declaration of Talloires")
which was "a specific response to a
^solution adopted by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and
ultural Organization (UNESCO)."
The
UPI
chief
executive
described UNESCO's intent as clear:
ttle group "would legitimize state
control, use and manipulation of the
Press for self-serving purposes."
„ , Beaton declared UNESCO a
^oviet-dominated organization, and
Reused it leaders of being "more of-
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The UOP library fund will soon
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a donation totaling $2.5
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U!> UUUUUTlOHill activities''
designed to bring the Stockton and
University communities together.
The ASUOP chief also noted
that the yearbook is being revived
under the title of "The Epoch."
1982's edition will be the first such
book published by the students since
1974.
Hartley went on to mention the
constructional expansions that are
occurring here at UOP, as well as the
pride which the completion of the
Events Center will provide in Pacific.
However, not until the tail-end
of Hartley's address did he get down
to the nitty-gritty.
"We, as students, have a right to
voice our concerns to the ad
ministration, and have those concerns
heard," said Hartley. "But with that
right comes a heavy responsibility of
involvement, of each of us taking
upon ourselves, both individually and
collectively, the responsibility of

(See SPANOS page 5)
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than likely be charged, as events such
as basketball and volleyball will cost
students two dollars each.
(An
athletic activity card, once free,
would then cost thirty dollars per
anum).
Hartley is "vehemently opposed
to student lunaing (of construction)
until
student-sponsored
and
generated events receive more
reasonable fees and rates."
The ASUOP President is "not
against some fee," but adds "We
need some give as well as take."
Dr. Hand is "concerned" about
student criticism of the funding but
staled that, "It is important that all of
us whc benefit from tne uentei in«..^

(See PAYMENT, page 8)

Tartley said,
le move to unify
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donations will add to the
$2.5 million in pledges

over a 10-year period that the Greater
Pacific Campaign has raised for ex
panding the Library.
According to Director of
Libraries Hiram Davis, the new
donations will enable a new university
committee to decide the services and
size of the new facility.
Davis feels that the present UOP
library needs individualized and
group study areas, and is deficient in
many non-print services. Davis noted
that although the liberal arts collec

ppers
ASUOP President Joe Hartley

Faculty out-numbered students: at last weekend's convocation
the opening of the Spanos Center.

tion is extensive, the professional
school and graduate collections need
to be strengthed. Overall, Davis
stated that "Our periodical and book
collections are suffering the strains of
inflation."
A feasability study, already con
ducted by Ratcliff architects, will
provide a base for the planning of a
new library edition. The study rejec
ted a previous plan to build a south
edition to the present library. In
stead, the study recommended, due to

Director of Summer Sessions at
UOP, the most likely alternative is
for the University to offer "experien
tial learning, field trips, independent
study, and concentrated intensive
study" for four weeks after the
scheduled May 8 commencement in
1983.
"Right now, we have a fourweek break after graduation until the
first summer school session," Smith
said.
The feasibility of a "Summer
Term" program is only one of several
problems the Administration faces in
implementing the new calendar, ac
cording to C.O.P. Dean Roy A.
Whiteker.
Whiteker bitterly opposed the
notion of eliminating Winter Term,
but
now
recognizes
the
"inevitability" of the decision, and
hopes to make it work at UOP's
largest liberal arts school.
"One of the things that has to
change is the number of units
required for graduation. It's going to
have to be reduced, probably to 124
units," Whiteker said.
Although Whiteker opposed the
idea of a modified Winter Term
proposal that would have included
14-week semesters and a three-week
Winter Term worth three units,
ASUOP President Hartley found the
14-3-14 proposal acceptable.
"We're still looking for a com
promise solution," Hartley said.
"We just don't think this thing is
over yet."

iiv chemistry
ility is quite
refinement
fi and construcrder of the day
progress mouny e engineering
crure, and the celebrated
completion of the Spanos Events
Center.
But it's a third, less visible, new
addition that has some 500 students
and several faculty members singing
praises—the new chemistry building,
located along Mendocino Street on
the south section of campus.
Though only half completed, the
new facility contains four general
chemistry laboratories on the first
floor that have been in use since
spring. According to Larry Spreer,
chemistry department chairman, the
new facilities are "excellent" and run
"much larger than the national
average."
Twenty-four students can now
be accommodated comfortably and
safely in each new lab station easing
the
notoriously
crowded
and
unhealthy conditions at the old
facilities in Weber Hall.
"Very, very poor" is how Spreer
describes the ventilation system in
Weber Hal) labs, where students of-

$2.5 million donated to library expansion
®y Matthew Kaestner
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debts.
Another form of funding is
reportedly to stem from the student
body. A committee has been sep up
by acting president Dr. Clifford
Hand, comprised of such illumrnatte«
as ASUOP President Joe Hartley anc.
Financial Vice-President Dr. tvoc..
Winterberg, to propose a plan of
students taking out a $5,000,000
long term loan. This money would go
directly to construction debts.
Operation of the facility will be
paid by the student body wnenever
ASUOP sponsors an even.
The
committee's proposals call for an
$1800 charge (or ten percent of the
gross, whichever is higher) for one
four-hour event.
Also an athletic fee will more

AN
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Events Center set to
open with festivities
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Serving the UOP community since 1908

|Tiger volleyball claws for win
[over Oregon this week. New
team and new arena debut.
*(see story page 11).

cost and long-range space con
siderations, that a separate building
be placed slightly northeast of the
present library, blocking off the
street.
Acting University President Clif
ford Hand refused to comment on the
recent $2.5 million donation before
press time, but his personal secretary
said that Dr. Hand was preparing to
make an official announcement con
cerning the donation next week.

Library director Hiram Davis

ten work with substances that emit
harmful vapors.
The new building, however,
features a "safe and efficient" ven
tilating system which effectively
reduces these fumes, says Spreer.
Safety showers, used in emergencies
to douse the victim of a fire or
chemical burn, are also more easily
accessible and visible, he notes.
Crowding, a serious problem
with the Weber Hall rooms, had
previously necessitated scheduling of
lab classes at night, which in turn
made evening building maintenence
difficult. This pitfall has also been
eliminated.
Spreer explained that the new
chemistry building has "much more
space for each student," and all
general chemistry labs are now more
conveniently held during the day.
A separate balance and in
strument room connecting the new
labs is an added bonus, facilitating
chemistry procedures, and sub
sequently allowing for more ex
periment accuracy, Spreer believes.
Funding for the facility has come
largely from the Irvine Foundation, a
Southern-California-based
group
which donated $1.1 million for the
project. UOP has also provided
monies.
For the chemistry faculty, the
recent construction fills a longawaited need. "We've wanted it for
10 or 15 years now," Spreer commen
ted. But their dream has only half
come true to date.
The second floor of the building,
eventually intended for four organic
chemistry labs and offices, has not
been fully constructed yet.
But since the designs for the up
per floor have been finalized, Spreer
is hoping for a completion date in the
near future. "No date has yet been of
ficially set for this occurrence,
however.
The new structure will serve nine
chemistry department faculty mem
bers, as well as the estimated 550
students each semester who schedule
chemistry lab sessions.
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EDITORIAL

May1, 1981

1
It occurred to me last weekend as I began
my graduation celebration that it's a damn
good thing that college only lasts four years.
Not even considering the financial im
plications of another year or two, the fact of the
matter is the human body cannot take much
more of this abuse. And when I stumble across
Knoles Lawn three weeks from now (probably
in a near coma), I will truly begin, along with
the rest of the Class of '81, a well-deserved and
long overdue vacation.
I suppose it's in order to take a few minutes
to reflect on the Camp Pacific experience and
consider just what it has really meant.
The first thing that comes to my mind is
what an incredible financial setback this whole?
ordeal has been. Somehow the joy of receiving
that diploma becomes greatly diminished when
along with it they hand you a loan repayment
book good for ten or fifteen THOUSAND
dollars. And when you consider that you could
probably pay off most of those loans with the
money that you've spent on beer and other
recreational aids over the last four years, you
begin to wondei just what you've accomplished
here.
But you've accomplished a great deal.
You've written all those papers. You've
taken all those exams. You've finished all those
incompletes. AND you've made it to almost
half of those nine o'clock classes. You've made
it safely home after the wildest of parties and
you've survived every one of
those
hangovers...and lived to tell about it.
Now those are accomplishments!
But there must be more to college that

Two c<

By Steve Ko
Staff Writer

two UOP coeds were sexually
molested by the s,in.••
iasi
Tuesday morning, on the Calaveras
footbridge, and on Manchester
Avenue.
Campus Police suspect that the
attacker is the same person who

Pacifican

assaulted eight
at UOP last yeai
The first i
9:35 a.m., wl
walking on th(
campus. The sii
in the same dir
the victim.
While pass;
the suspect g

UOP, Stockton se
Cinco de Mayo ai

Center will be great • problems still must ba ironed out
That big dirt heap on the south-west corner of campus has
finally materialized as a useful, beneficial piece of construction.
The A.G. Spanos Events Center will open this week, surrounded
by much pomp and circustance and accompanied by immense
amounts of back-patting and brow-wiping.
Someone should now ask the administration how it spells
relief. It would probably be E-l-l-i-s C-a-l-i-j-a, because it is this
man who now carries a good deal of the weight in selling the Center as a viable and quality multi-use events complex.
I hope Ellis enjoys the taste of Turns because he'll centainly
be consuming rolls upon rolls of the litts antacid pills before his
first year as Events Center director is complete.
Some questions remain unanswered concerning the
operations of the center and many adjustments still require atten
tion. For instance, the center is still not equipped to handle a
major concert,
concert. Firstly,
rirsuy, a scissor lift
mi is sun
still nccucu
needed in order
uiuu to
iu
properly transport and set-up musical equipment. Additional fire
exits are currently being installed, as the building was erected with
an ***«»•*
insufficient
"WW** amount of
V* such exits, according
o to the city
- V fire
marshall. And finally, the original
in the center
„__i electrical system
—-w
was equipped only to handle 50 amps, when 800 amps are ac
tually needed to power today's rock concerts.
The aforementioned problems are hardly insurmountable.
In fact, the administration claims that the adaptations are nearly
complete. It is reportedly prepared to promise ASUOP that the
facility will be prepared and ready for concerts by October 9,
1981. As a result, ASUOP Social Director Eric Swenson is
scheduling a major rock concert within a week of the promised
adaptation date.
If the school does not make this deadline (which would not
be all that surprising), not only does ASUOP lose a concert, but
the Center, Swenson and Calija could start building bad
reputations throughout the concert business.
A concert had tentatively been scheduled for Sept. 26 by
Swenson, featuring the Little River Band and Pablo Cruise, but
was subsequently cancelled due to the lack of proper electrical
and transport facilities.
Bad vibes have already been received by Swenson from agen
ts of some bookable acts. Apparently, many acts are apprehen
sive about booking a gig in the Spanos Center because of the
great many setbacks in its history.
Should another setback of such great magnitude occur years
could pass before our Center becomes a respectable complex for

Many noble efforts have failed
not for a lack of thoughtfulness, but
for a lack of popular public support.
The Susan B. Anthony dollar, the
Edsel, and Adlai Stevenson's 1952
presidental quest stand as lofty
historical examples of ideas crushed
by the tidal wave of public disap
proval.
And it occurs to us that the
Academic Affairs Committee's idea
to maintain a full slate of classes on
Saturday fits nicely into this mode of
nonpragmatic logic. It will be, in
essence, an effort in futility.
The reasons are obvious enough.
First, a significant number of UOP
students hold part-time, weekend jobs
to pay for the now ludicrous $10,194
base University bill that confronts
students at the beginning of every
year. For Pharmacy students the tab
now hits a stratospheric $14,208; for
Conservatory students it's $10,414;
UOP
Engineering* majors
pay
$10,604.
To be sure, these prices are not

^ ^^

the apathetic student body may J

mv
protest these prices.
* e Dart of this dilemma.
dil
Joe Hartley,
Now comes the contusing P
doesn't particularly care for
Eric Swenson and ASUOP in ge
n

proposal.
Winterberg say that such prices are
However, Cahja and Dr. Wmterberg^ ^ ^ ^
indeed fair. Both sides do quote goou i &

the

''""^^mtfcul^^eH^ttofpoliticiansand administrators
<0r'

To giv^pro^r'credft^the'center is quite awe-inspiring. ,,
will eventually be a fantastic and immeasurable asset to
and
the Stockton community.
In time, the problems will be solved and forgotten, and
smiles will be worn by all those connected with its operation.
However, there are problems
of fairly large proportion,
and. we, as the paying students of this campus must keep up on
events that transpire concerning the operation and funding of the
facility.
.
,
,,
,,
Be sure to attend at least one of this weekend s tree even
ts. They will indeed be grand and glorious and produced with all
the class that Pacific brightly eminates.
And, for heaven's sake, have a good time. After all, you will
eventually be paying for your "free" evening out.
And before your head hits the pillow tonight, say a tew wor
ds for Ellis CaLija, Mr. Relief. He needs all the support he can
get.

;J j

Ming's exclusive process restores and protects a
better-than-show room shine.
And it's guaranteed
for 3 years . . . with
out waxing.
But
Ming's not at home.
It's right here in
Stockton. Come on
in and look us over
before you hit the
road. Your car will
be glad you did.

466-2253
Auto Beauty Center

OUR POLICY
The pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit a/I
submitted material.
Editorial
comment reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial board.

5 p.m.

SPRING STUDENT SPECIAL
ON SPERRY T0P-SIDERS
DISCOUNTS EFFECTIVE THROUGH
MAY 31st

10% off on
Brown Moccasin

j

with Student Body Card

Tops on the campus and the
deck—the flexible moccasin for
smart barefooting. With fashionable
rugged look.

15% off on
Boardwalk
with Student Body Card
BOARDWALK
For boating and casual wear, full grained leathers;
handsewn, 3 eyelet moccasin; color-coordinated
outsoles; updated round toe; new styled interlacing
collar.
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The latter decision ws not even
considered by the Council. The for
mer was ruled out because of
"monetary considerations."
The
Council's final decision was a com
promise. They hope to rob Peter to
pay Paul, and get away scot-free to
boot. We hope it works, but like
many noble efforts, it won't.

Schools and Colleges.
The Council had three choices:
it could have pushed registration back
one day; it could have added a full
slate of classes on a chosen Saturday,
which it did; or it could have tacked a
few minutes here and there onto the
beginning or end of classes to make
up the lost day.

Fashion Show & Dance Troupe (Ohana Club)

That L.A. or Frisco Can't?

Give It a Ming Mirror Finish, that's what. With summer
coming on, your car deserves to look like a million
bucks. And sun, dirt and grime will be doing their best
to make sure It doesn't.... unless you give it to Ming.

the stuff of good credit ratings, and
somebody, the student at least in
part, has to pay the bill.
Second, Saturdays hold a sacred
place in the hearts of UOP students.
We honor,, protect, and defend
Saturdays with all the sagacity of a
fanatic protecting his religion.
Weekends
may
be made
for
Michelob; they are certainly not made
for eight o'clock classes, as many
professors will painfully learn.
To be sure, this punishment will
not be a just one for the Academic
Council, an august body staffed by
reasonable men and women. Their
"crime" was only that they decreed
November twenty-fifth a campus
holiday, a decision prompted by
rampant absenteeism and a degree of
mercy on those who had tests on that
day.
The Council was also pressed to
make up the lost day somewhere else
on the academic calendar, or face the
collective wrath of thd accreditation
arm of the Western Association of

(ASUOP international Spring Festival)

What Can Stockton
Do For Your Car

3805 N. West Lane

These numbers are not going to p.^ ^

Saturday classes will be a Noble flop

celebrated in tl
first Mexicans i
but it has o;
Staff Writer
popular.
The reasoi
The Mexican Independence Day
Ruiz, a local C
Cinco de Mayo, will be celebrated at
during the '60
the University of the Pacific as well as
movement," t
in the Stockton community. The
groups were 1^
celebration will be one-week long,
with a series of events and activities
with which to
Mayo was chor
commemorating the Mexican In
day. It falls nr
dependence Movement.
1 lie community celebration will whereas some
open May 1 in the University Theatre
holidays occu
times of the sell
with dancing, music, poetry, speakers
Ruiz stal
and folk songs. The festival will con
tinue until May 11, Mother's Day.
holiday is a pt
celebration, al
rinrn de Mavo is the Mexican
ticipate. He
equivalent to the U.S.'s Indepen
such as Cinco
dence Day. The Mexican holidav is a
more
promK,
national one, c-lebrating the Mexican
American relations are strengthened.
liberation liom France Specifically
Ruiz further stated that Cinco de
Mayo is not just a holiday.
He
Cinco de Mayo celebrates the French's
believes that it is a chance for people
defeat at Puebla (a city pear Mexico
of all cultures and races to come
City) by the Mexican general Ignacio
together and learn about the varying
Zargoza.
Cinco de Mayo has been
Mexican cultures.

By T.K. Rohan

concerts to be performed in.
Mf Calija.s problems. The
This is but a minute segm
bfflty, overseeing such comIC3Fwa
man
has
an
intensely
huge
r
v
with n0 m0re money to
man has an intense Y
at a school with no more money to
plex operations, exPe
little"
wwb brings us to our next
spend on the project--ur ««sliglit" debt for the Center.
problem. We must pay or
decided to turn to the students to
^ tQ the tune Qf $500,00.
So the administration has
^ ^ your school bill each
help finance that monster out bac >
Besides getting about $25 tac
„ an(j volleyball games
it has been reported that bas
event at the Center
? •
^^ ^ ,
students $2 each.
ASUOP would have to pay the school eit
^ for ^ event, whichever amount is lugher.^
^
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By Harmon Kirsh and Lett Garvev
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Q-Do yon teel the Spanos
Center will benefit you
as a student?
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Julie Hammer;Sr.;Cop:
Oh! That's the big building over there. Yes it's
air-conditioned.
'

i 1(V». >
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dilemma
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P.O. BOX 3836
STOCKTON, CA 95352

l n d funding

S P A N O S E V E N T S C E N T E R"
S T O C K T O N , CA. 9 5 2 0 4
P.O. BOX 4667

Patrick Cloney;Sr.;School of Pharm.:
Yes, it will, because more sporting events
will be accessible to the students. It would
benefit students even more if they modify the
center so it could hold concerts.

Ur|< proP°rtion
^•nipus must keep up0;

t

VALLEY ASBESTOS

of t |, e

cckend's "free" even•nd produced with all

Jim Hale;Sr;COP:
I don't know if it will benefit me directly,
but in the long run I'm sure it will benefit the
students and the community.

v t t t m c . A f t e r ail, you «a
ciung out.
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University's
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caP and gown procession.

The "Convocation Ensemble,"
- oup of UOP band members, per
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. jn his speech, Beaton cited press
most c"dcal
imC • as "one
^national issues that this student
Oration will have to face" in the
future.
,, ^aton described a declaration
"Declaration of Talloires")
,
*as "a specific response to a
Nat ion adopted by the United
„ '°ns Educational, Scientific and
Ural Organization (UNESCO).''
i,. r,he
UPI
chief
executive
d UNESCO's intent as clear:
th«
group 'would legitimize state
JKrol, use and manipulation of the
" essJ0r self-serving purposes."
^ Beaton declared UNESCO a
aCc et'dominated organization, and
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leaders of
heinc "more of-
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hs—educational
activities"
designed to bring the Stockton and
University communities together.
The ASUOP chief also noted
that the yearbook is being revived
under the title of "The Epoch."
1982's edition will be the first such
book published by the students since
1974.
Hartley went on to mention the
constructional expansions that are
occurring here at UOP, as well as the
pride which the completion of the
Events Center will provide in Pacific.
However, not until the tail-end
of Hartley's address did he get down
to the nitty-gritty.
"We, as students, have a right to
voice our concerns to the ad
ministration, and have those concerns
heard," said Hartley. "But with that
right comes a heavy responsibility of
involvement, of each of us taking
upon ourselves, both individually and
collectively, the responsibility of

(See SPANOS page 5)
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Faculty out-numbered students: at last weekend's convocation
the opening of the Spanos Center.

Staff Writer
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iv? e UOP library fund will soon
*eiv,

'Hion 1 d°nation totaling $2.5
s Wjji:
0 million will come from
I(1 $5qq5?! Knox Holt Foundation
^the'?0? 's a personal donation
"It A.L "nan of the foundation,
Atherton also a University
Th
°te t?e donations will add to the
$2.5 million in pledges

%

,

over a 10-year period that the Greater
Pacific Campaign has raised for ex« • . _ the TLibrary
iVirarv
panding
Director
of
t0
According ^
r
"
Libraries Hiram Davis, the new
donations will enable a new university
committee to decide the services and
size ot
of tne
the new facility.•
Davis feels that the present UOP
library needs individualized and
110
in
anf» is
ls deficient
groupjstudy areas, and
deficient in
many non-print services Davis noted
Sat although the liberal arts collec

tion is extensive, the professional
school and graduate collections need
to be strengthed.
Overall, Davis
stated that "Our periodical and book
collections are suffering the strains of
inflation."
A feasability study, already con
ducted by Ratcliff architects, will
provide a base for the planning of a
new library edition. The study rejec
ted a previous plan to build a south
edition to the present library. In
stead, the study recommended, due to

cost and long-range space con
siderations, that a separate building
be placed slightly northeast of the
present library, blocking off the
street.
Acting University President Clif
ford Hand refused to comment on the
recent $2.5 million donation before
press time, but his personal secretary
said that Dr. Hand was preparing to
make an official announcement con
cerning the donation next week.

Director of Summer Sessions at
UOP, the most likely alternative is
for the University to offer "experien
tial learning, field trips, independent
study, and concentrated intensive
study" for four weeks after the
scheduled May 8 commencement in
1983.
"Right now, we have a fourweek break after graduation until the
first summer school session," Smith
said.
The feasibility of a "Summer
Term" program is only one of several
problems the Administration faces in
implementing the new calendar, ac
cording to C.O.P. Dean Roy A.
Whiteker.
Whiteker bitterly opposed the
notion of eliminating Winter Term,
but
now
recognizes
the
"inevitability" of the decision, and
hopes to make it work at UOP's
largest liberal arts school.
•'One of the things that has to
change is the number of units
required for graduation. It's going to
have to be reduced, probably to 124
units," Whiteker said.
Although Whiteker opposed the
idea of a modified Winter Term
proposal that would have included
14-week semesters and a three-week
Winter Term worth three units,
ASUOP President Hartley found the
14-3-14 proposal acceptable.
"We're still looking for a com
promise solution," Hartley said.
"We just don't think this thing is
over yet."

w chemistry
ility is quite
refinement
n and construcrder of the day
progress moune engineering
taciuty's structure, and the celebrated
completion of the Spanos Events
Center.
But it's a third, less visible, new
addition that has some 500 students
and several faculty members singing
praises—the new chemistry building,
located along Mendocino Street on
the south section of campus.
Though only half completed, the
new facility contains four general
chemistry laboratories on the first
floor that have been in use since
spring. According to Larry Spreer,
chemistry department chairman, the
new facilities are "excellent" and run
"much larger than the national
average."
Twenty-four students can now
be accommodated comfortably and
safely in each new lab station easing
the
notoriously
crowded
and
unhealthy conditions at the old
facilities in Weber Hall.
"Very, very poor" is how Spreer
describes the ventilation system in
Weber HalJ labs, where students of-

$2.5 million donated to library expansion
Matthew Kaestner
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WE W E L C O M E T H E N E W

Tom Horner;Jr.;COP:
Yea! If Volleyball keeps winning. I don't
know about Basketball, though. But I think it
will burn down again, and that new road is
shaky.

*»thiu operation' "
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and the new

Congratulations
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University of the Pacific

M and G CONSTRUCTION SAYS,

Craig Hirst;Soph.;SBPA:
Sure. I mean, I won't have to drive so far
drunk to Basketball games. It should have con
certs because it's a better facility, and it will
benefit the students in many different ways.

1

1
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Tiger volleyball claws for win
over Oregon this week. New
earn and new arena debut,
(see story page 11).

Library director Hiram Davis

ten work with substances that emit
harmful vapors.
The new building, however,
features a "safe and efficient" ven
tilating system which effectively
reduces these fumes, says Spreer.
Safety showers, used in emergencies
to douse the victim of a fire or
chemical bum, are also more easily
accessible and visible, he notes.
Crowding, a serious problem
with the Weber Hall rooms, had
previously necessitated scheduling of
lab classes at night, which in turn
made evening building maintenence
difficult. This pitfall has also been
eliminated.
Spreer explained that the new
chemistry building has "much more
space for each student," and all
general chemistry labs are now more
conveniently held during the day.
A separate balance and in
strument room connecting the new
labs is an added bonus, facilitating
chemistry procedures, and sub
sequently allowing for more ex
periment accuracy, Spreer believes.
Funding for the facility has come
largely from the Irvine Foundation, a
Southern-California-based
group
which donated $1.1 million for the
project.
UOP has also provided
monies.
For the chemistry faculty, the
recent construction fills
a longawaited need. "We've wanted it for
10 or 15 years now," Spreer commen
ted. But their dream has only half
come true to date.
The second floor of the building,
eventually intended for four organic
chemistry labs and offices, has not
been fully constructed yet.
But since the designs for the up
per floor have been finalized, Spreer
is hoping for a completion date in the
near future. No date has yet been of
ficially set for this occurrence,
however.
The new structure will serve nine
chemistry department faculty mem
bers, as well as the estimated 550
students each semester who schedule
chemistry lab sessions.
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It occurred to me last weekend as I began -J
my graduation celebration that it's a damn
good thing that college only lasts four years.
Not even considering the financial im
plications of another year or two, the fact of the
matter is the human body cannot take much
more of this abuse. And when I stumble across
Knoles Lawn three weeks from now (probably
in a near coma), I will truly begin, along with
the rest of the Class of '81, a well-deserved and
long overdue vacation.
I suppose it's in order to take a few minutes
to reflect on the Camp Pacific experience and
consider just what it has really meant.
.
The first thing that comes to my mind is;
what an incredible financial setback this whole
ordeal has been. Somehow the joy of receiving
that diploma becomes greatly diminished when
along with it they hand you a loan repayment
book good for ten or fifteen THOUSAND
dollars. And when you consider that you could
probably pay off most of those loans with the
money that you've spent on beer and other
recreational aids over the last four years, you
begin to wonder just what you've accomplished
here.
But you've accomplished a great deal.
You've written all those papers. You've
taken all those exams. You've finished all those
incompletes. AND you've made it to almost
half of those nine o'clock classes. You've made
it safely home after the wildest of parties and
you've survived every one of
those
hangovers...and lived to tell about it.
Now those are accomplishments!
But there must be more to college that
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NEWS
Sanctions levied against SAE for brawl.
Four-year probation plus suspensions
By Walter Wielbelhaus
News Editor
A riotous confrontation between
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) and
Archania Fraternities during the 1981
spring
has resulted
in the
apiiilg semester
ovmvoivi "uc
iwounvv* in
tiiv
....wsnpiAn
ninn SAE
qat7 mnmWc
suspension r,f
of nine
members nnA
and
the pronation
probation 01
of anomer.
another.
The sanctions were levied by a
specially-formed SAE Alumni Committee to carry on an in-house investigation and to take any necessary
Thp Alumni
corrective actions.
Alumni

Committee includes Rick Johnson^
Johnson,
Head
Resident
at
the
I ownnouses, Rod
_ Key, Weymss'
Townhouses;
Head Resident; James Brockman, a
Modesto businessman; and Kevin
Bennett, a student in the school of
Engineering.
in
acIn addition to the council's ac
tions,
uuns, the
me Joint
juuh University
uiuvwmiy Judiciary
juuiwat)
r/\tn>niff0A (TTTT)
Viae nlarpH
^sAF nn
Committee
(JUJ) has
placed SAE
on
probation for four years. JUJ also
required the fraternity to draw up a
new charter during the 1981 fall
semester in collaboration with the of0000000600»

ON THE OPENING OF THE
STANFIELD AND MOODY, INC.

A.G. SPANOS CENTER

and

GENERAL. HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS
~
272220 CLASS A
P.O. BOX 6GG5
S30
CALIFORNIA STREET
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA BB2CS

s.

,

broken noses. ngiu»'6
—f
r.
Pnlire. six UI
after
the Campus Police,
six units
"ts ot
the Stockton Police Department, and
their canines arrived on the scene.
A source confidential to the
Pacifican revealed that SAE brothers
Kurt Hout, Don McFadden, Danny
Rose, Dan McGann, Dave Chulick,
Mike Avriet, Rick Haka, Daryl
Nicks, and Ken DeShano have been
suspended and Garry Blackwell

Staff Writer

two UQP coeds were sexually
molested by the s.in • "-a;, last
Tuesday morning, on the Calaveras
footbridge, and on Manchester
Avenue.
Campus Police suspect that the
attacker is the same person who

celebrated in ti
first Mexicans I
By T.K. Rohan
Staff Writer
but it has o
popular.
The Mexican Independence Day
The reasoi
Cinco de Mayo, will be celebrated at
Ruiz, a local (j
the University of the Pacific as well as during the '6<i
in the Stockton community. The movement," t
celebration will be one-week long, groups were 1<
with a series of events and activities with which tcj
commemorating the Mexican In Mayo was chof
day. It falls nt
dependence Movement.
1 lie community celebration will whereas some
open May 1 in the University Theatre holidays occuj
times of the self
with dancing, music, poetry, speakers
Ruiz staf
and folk songs. The festival will con
tinue until May 11, Mother's Day.
holiday is a pi
celebration, al
Tinro de Mavo is the Mexican ticipate. He
equivalent to the U.S.'s Indepen such as Cinco
dence Day. The Mexican holidav is a
more
promiy.
national one, celebrating the Mexican
American relations are strengthened.
liberation Mom France Specifically
Ruiz further stated that Cinco de
Mayo is not just a holiday. He
Cinco de Mayo celebrates the French's
believes that it is a chance for people
defeat at Puebla (a city near Mexico
of all cultures and races to come
City) by the Mexican general Ignacio
together and learn about the varying
Zargoza.
Cinco de Mayo has been
Mexican cultures.

/What Can Stockton
Do For Your Car
That L.A. or Frisco

Give it a Ming Mirror Finish, that's what. With summer
coming on, your car deserves to look like a million
bucks. And sun, dirt and grime will be doing their best
to make sure it doesn't.... unless you give It to Ming.
Ming's exclusive process restores and protects a
better-than-show room shine.
And it's guaranteed
for 3 years . . . with
out waxing.
But
Ming's not at home.
It's right here in
Stockton. Come on
in and look us over
before you hit the
road. Your car will
be glad you did.

466-2253

Auto Beauty Center
3805 N. West Lane

(See BRAWL page 8)

Congratulations

STOCKTON 2OO/464-036I

To UOP on the
Opening of the
SPANOS EVENTS CENTER
MULLER VAIL and TILE Co.
P.O. BOX 2036

STOCKTON, Ca. 95201
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assaulted eight
at UOP last yeai
The first i
9:35 a.m., wl
walking on thi
campus. The si
in the same dir
the victim.
While pass,
the suspect g

UOP, Stockton st
Cinco de Mayo at

joprsof^a,/—,Sworktkis
year.
In addition to the suspensions
and probation, the Alumni Council
has prohibited SAE from hosting any
open or closed parties without the
consent of the council. Permission
has not been granted as of yet.
Following
a
separate in.

JOP'S 130TH ANNIVERSARY

Two ci
By Steve Ko

placed on probation until hearings
can be administered within tw0
can^ be ^dmmiste
weeks. Suspension does not impl
guilt, however, stressed the source.
Hearings have been delays
because of difficulty in obtaining ad
dresses of the suspended members.
Conditions of a suspension in.
volve the prohibiting of participati0l
house
functions
and
«.
m
nouns
"
^ the
me
disaUowance of entry into the SAE
Fraternity. Any of those suspended
caught entering the house, can be
d with trespassing,
Probation allows the member to
ttend chapter meetings, but requires
member to be responsible for 25

fice of Student Life
(OSL).
A
nSbeSxtended
provisional charter has
to SAEfo,.the 1981-82
1 S
JUJ
series of alterMarch
tmiovwng t
fraternities.
cations Dcweon uuc
members Qf
approxtma e y
. , into ArSAE marched umnvi
»_
chania'ss house
rang Ar
cnania
uuuss and several
r
px_
chania's bell.
Words
Words were ex
changed, several objects thrown, a
a brawl ensued. rt~nirence
During the melee, an occuren
which Dean William Barr called un
precedented" in UOP history, £
chites Frank Giovinazzo, Roy toer,

With Best Wishes....

ALEX
SPANOS
EVENTS CENTER

and if s new

AlexG.Spanos
Events Center
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TIGER CONSTRUCTION

COLLINS ELECTRIC

P.O. BOX 1118

P.O. BOX 1609
STOCKTON,CA 95201
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10% off on
Brown Moccasin

LEATHER
MOCCASIN

to r,

bV

with Student Body Card

Tops on the campus and the
deck'—the flexible moccasin for
smart barefooting. With fashionable
rugged look.
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Superhair, Inc.

i°uld

Sculpture Cutting
15% off on
Boardwalk

Artistically combining precision with
Shap1.
"contoured look"
specifically suited for you

"l||

with Student Body Card

BOARDWALK
For boating and casual wear, full grained leathers;
handsewn, 3 eyelet moccasin; color-coordinated
outsoles; updated round toe; new styled interlacing
collar.

Sir Gauuan's Superhair Salon5
ALSO

15% off on the
new Camp Moccasin
with Student Body Card

BIRKENSTOCK'S FOOTPRINT
1205 WEST SIDE OF MERVYN'S
477-2955

Open 7 days
--yoa
a week
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|Tiger volleyball claws for win
fover Oregon this week. New
team and new arena debut.
5(see story page 11).

Legendary Blues Band lives up to
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-Houston Chronicle
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• as "one of the most critical
. National issues that this student
Oration will have to face" in the
,ear future.
I,, Beaton described a declaration
J, "Declaration of Talloires")
hjj Was "a specific response to a
Naf ut'on adopted by the United
C„,!0ns Educational, Scientific and
Ural Organization (UNESCO)."
UPI
fan x
chief
executive
nbe
(h, d UNESCO's intent as clear:
8r°up "would legitimize state
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designed to bring the Stockton and
University communities together.
The ASUOP chief also noted
that the yearbook is being revived
under the title of "The Epoch.
1982's edition will be the first such
book published by the students since
1974.
Hartley went on to mention the
constructional expansions that are
occurring here at UOP, as well as the
pride which the completion of the
Events Center will provide in Pacific.
However, not until the tail-end
of Hartley's address did he get down
to the nitty-gritty.
"We, as students, have a right to
voice our concerns to the ad
ministration, and have those concerns
heard," said Hartley. "But with that
right comes a heavy responsibility of
involvement, of each of us taking
upon ourselves, both individually and
collectively, the responsibility of

organization, and
QpANOS page 5)
of being "more of- ( B E E O T M I N
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Faculty out-numbered students: at last weekend's convocation
the opening of the Spanos Center.

in and construcrder of the day
,
progress mounie engineering
taciuty s structure, and the celebrated
completion of the Spanos Events
Center.
But it's a third, less visible, new
addition that has some 500 students
and several faculty members singing
praises—the new chemistry building,
located along Mendocino Street on
the south section of campus.
Though only half completed, the
new facility contains four general
chemistry laboratories on the first
floor that have been in use since
spring. According to Larry Spreer,
chemistry department chairman, the
new facilities are "excellent" and run
"much larger than the national
average."
Twenty-four students can now
be accommodated comfortably and
safely in each new lab station easing
the
notoriously
crowded
and
unhealthy conditions at the old
facilities in Weber Hall.
"Very, very poor" is how Spreer
describes the ventilation system in
Weber HalJ labs, where students of-

$2.5 million donated to library expansion
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Th
J?ivee^T)P library fund will soon
donation totaling $2.5
"Oil.
w° million will come from
Holt Foundation
*^000
ltk_ 'rr is
IS a personal
nersnnal donation
rlrmation
Ath ^^an of the foundation,
Hit, erton. also a University
10,5

thand»nat'ons W'E add to the
*2.5 million in pledges

over a 10-year period that the Greater

Pacific Campaign has raised for ex
panding the Library.
Director
of
t0
According
Davis, the new
Libraries
oonunittee to decide the services and
jmm'ttee^t^
.
facility.
Size
, present UOP
— OI
that the
,.x
needs individualized and
library
d • deficient in
group
Davis noted
[hMalhough the liberal am collec-

tion is extensive, the professional
school and graduate collections need
to be strengthed.
Overall, Davis
stated that "Our periodical and book
collections are suffering the strains of
inflation."
A feasability study, already con
ducted by Ratcliff architects, will
provide a base for the planning of a
new library edition. The study rejec
ted a previous plan to build a south
edition to the present library. In
stead, the study recommended, due to

cost and long-range space con
siderations, that a separate building
be placed slightly northeast of the
present library, blocking off the
street.
Acting University President Clif
ford Hand refused to comment on the
recent $2.5 million donation before
press time, but his personal secretary
said that Dr. Hand was preparing to
make an official announcement con
cerning the donation next week.

Director of Summer Sessions at
UOP, the most likely alternative is
for the University to offer "experien
tial learning, field trips, independent
study, and concentrated intensive
study" for four weeks after the
scheduled May 8 commencement in
1983.
"Right now, we have a fourweek break after graduation until the
first summer school session," Smith
said.
The feasibility of a "Summer
Term" program is only one of several
problems the Administration faces in
implementing the new calendar, ac
cording to C.O.P. Dean Roy A.
Whiteker.
Whiteker bitterly opposed the
notion of eliminating Winter Term,
but
now
recognizes
the
"inevitability" of the decision, and
hopes to make it work at UOP's
largest liberal arts school.
•'One of the things that has to
change is the number of units
required for graduation. It's going to
have to be reduced, probably to 124
units," Whiteker said.
Although Whiteker opposed the
idea of a modified Winter Term
proposal that would have included
14-week semesters and a three-week
Winter Term worth three units,
ASUOP President Hartley found the
14-3-14 proposal acceptable.
"We're still looking for a com
promise solution," Hartley said.
"We just don't think this thing is
over yet."

Library director Hiram Davis

ten work with substances that emit
harmful vapors.
The new building, however,
features a "safe and efficient" ven
tilating system which effectively
reduces these fumes, says Spreer.
Safety showers, used in emergencies
to douse the victim of a fire or
chemical burn, are also more easily
accessible and visible, he notes.
Crowding, a serious problem
with the Weber Hall rooms, had
previously necessitated scheduling of
lab classes at night, which in turn
made evening building maintenence
difficult. This pitfall has also been
eliminated.
Spreer explained that the new
chemistry building has "much more
space for each student," and all
general chemistry labs are now more
conveniently held during the day.
A separate balance and in
strument room connecting the new
labs is an added bonus, facilitating
chemistry procedures, and sub
sequently allowing for more ex
periment accuracy, Spreer believes.
Funding for the facility has come
largely from the Irvine Foundation, a
Southern-California-based
group
which donated $1.1 million for the
project.
UOP has also provided
monies.
For the chemistry faculty, the
recent construction fills
a longawaited need. "We've wanted it for
10 or 15 years now," Spreer commen
ted. But their dream has only half
come true to date.
The second floor of the building,
eventually intended for four organic
chemistry labs and offices, has not
been fully constructed yet.
But since the designs for the up
per floor have been finalized, Spreer
is hoping for a completion date in the
near future. No date has yet been of
ficially set for this occurrence,
however.
The new structure will serve nine
chemistry department faculty mem
bers, as well as the estimated 550
students each semester who schedule
chemistry lab sessions.
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Karen's Comments
Karen Komsak

It occurred to me last weekend as I began
my graduation celebration that it's a damn
good thing that college only lasts four years.
Not even considering the financial im
plications of another year or two, the fact of the
matter is the human body cannot take much
more of this abuse. And when I stumble across
Knoles Lawn three weeks from now (probably
in a near coma), I will truly begin, along with
the rest of the Class of '81, a well-deserved and
long overdue vacation.
I suppose it's in order to take a few minutes
to reflect on the Camp Pacific experience and
consider just what it has really meant.
The first thing that comes to my mind is
what an incredible financial setback this whole
ordeal has been. Somehow the joy of receiving
that diploma becomes greatly diminished when
along with it they hand you a loan repayment
book good for ten or fifteen THOUSAND
dollars. And when you consider that you could
probably pay off most of those loans with the
money that you've spent on beer and other
recreational aids over the last four years, you
begin to wonder just what you've accomplished
here.
But you've accomplished a great deal.
You've written all those papers. You've
taken all those exams. You've finished all those
incompletes. AND you've made it to almost
half of those nine o'clock classes. You've made
it safely home after the wildest of parties and
you've
survived
every
one of
those
hangovers...and lived to tell about it.
Now those are accomplishments!
But there must be more to college that

Two ci
assaulted eight t
at UOP last year
The first &
9:35 a.m., wh
walking on the
campus. The su
in the same dir«
the victim.
While passi
the suspect g?

By Steve Ko
Staff Writer

lwo UOP coeds were sexually
molested by ihe s.tn, "-an lttsi
Tuesday morning, on the Calaveras
footbridge, and on Manchester
Avenue.
Campus Police suspect that the
attacker is the same person who

UOP, Stockton se
Cinco de Mayo ac
By T.K. Rohan
Staff Writer

The Mexican Independence Day
Cinco de Mayo, will be celebrated at
the University of the Pacific as well as
in the Stockton community. The
celebration will be one-week long,
with a series of events and activities
commemorating the Mexican In
dependence Movement.
1 he community celebration will
open Mav 1 in the University Theatre
with dancing, music, poetry, speakers
and folk songs. The festival will con
tinue until May 11, Mother's Day.
rinco de Mayo is the Mexican
equivalent to the U.S.'s Indepen
dence Day. The Mexican holiday is a
national one. celebrating the Mexican
liberal' 'ii from France Specifically
Cinco de Mayo celebrates the French's
defeat at Puebla (a city near Mexico
City) by the Mexican general Ignacio
Zargoza.
Cinco de Mayo has been

5 'back

job are just as qua^
their own hstofa

Tiger Football '81

and being the

Rogers

dK

is

the

SS&Tt&S'^artery;
So they say that the third time's a
charm, and so it seemed last Saturday
when Pacific defeated Central
Michigan University (twice MidAmericanConference champs) 10-3 in
their season opener, marking the
beginning of the third year of the
Head Coach Bob Toledo Era.
The question now is can UOP
repeat such a performance come Oc
tober 10 when they begin league play
against conference foe Utah State.
Between now and then the Tigers will
be put through the "meat-grinder"
coming up against the likes of Pac-10
powerhouses Washington, Oregon,
and Washington State.
In 1980 UOP upset Washington
State 24-22 but payed with injuries
that crippled them for the remainder
of the season, halting a possible .500
year.
If Pacific can stay healthy, the
young Tiger program that Toledo and
his staff have been building with these
past two years could just well bloom
into a mature foundation.

Offense-An offensive problem
that Toledo and his staff face is
having too many quarterbacks. But
as Toledo himself puts it,"That's a
great problem to have." The only
decision being, who's no. 1? That in
itself may change a few times (as it
has already) before the league opener
against Utah. Senior Harley Miller
(last year's no. 2 quarterback) had
originally been announced as the star
ter for the CMU game, but following
an embarrassing Pacific loss to
Division II San Francisco State in a
pre-season scrimmage, Miller moved
to no. 2, senior Grayson Rogers
dropped to no. 3 and former no. 3
choice, sophomore Sander Markel,
moved into the no. 1 slot.
Markel had once before sur
prisingly taken the reins. In 1979 as a
freshman, Markel, who was recruited
by Toledo as a tight end, won the
starting position and did a fine job of
it; in his first year he broke the school
records for most season completions,
186, and most attempts, 386. He was

Jo spent h't
"ogSs
ford.
Miller subbed Jor ^
against San Jose
d started
when Roger;
™^£rton and
ff'"* He had a school record of 30
r^s^in, CSF and 'gKsfoft&SMraid

LOOKING FOR A JOB??
Food Service Offers A Variety Of
Employment Opportunities For Those Of You
Who Want To Work 8-20 Hours Per Week
I,

QUAD DINING HALL
Call either Eddie or Sheri - 946-2510

l° '"on^the'line'the

Tigers have out

standing backfield^"exiremely subng
-hS«LWSego-:
Pacific some yards on the ground.
inreceivers, the Tigers lost fte
nation's No. 1 receiver Ramey
Meszaros in an off-season awiden
that ended his career. The loss lett
the Tigers with a large void to mi but
some top returning and freshman
talent seem to be handling thei gap.
Defense--As in the last two
years, the Tigers are str°ng defen
sively- The Pacific defense kept UOP
from getting beat Saturday along
with helping them to win. It was ob
vious that they were hungry for a win
as they (as Toledo puts it) "swarmed
to the ball." The Tigers recovered six
of the seven Chippewa fumbles
Saturday, allowed only four pass
completions (in 16 attempts) and gave
CMU only 177 yards of total offense.
Highlighting the defense is a fine
coaching staff who assembled a great
game plan Saturday, and talented and
skilled players lead by the likes of AilAmerican Candidate linebackers Kirk
Harmon and Mike Merriweather,
with strong returning talent and

This is a student dining hall open seven days a week. There are jobs available breakfast,]
lunch, and dinner.

II. GRACE COVELL DINING HALL

Give it a Ming Mirror Finish, that's what. With summer
coming on, your car deserves to look like a million
bucks. And sun, dirt and grime will be doing their best
to make sure It doesn't.... unless you give it to Ming.
Ming's exclusive process restores and protects a
better-than-show room shine.
And it's guaranteed
for 3 years . . . with
out waxing.
But
Ming's not at home.
It's right here in
Stockton. Come on
e*,
in and look us over
«/•
before you hit the
road. Your car will
?4L>S
be glad you did.

466-2253
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HEWLETT
PACKARD

Call Debbie - 946-2456

HI.

Tid

The defensive backs are lean
returners free safety Kevin Gre y
left cornerback Terry Thomas
'
rover Darryl Ragland.
' and
Highlighting Saturday's
were outstanding plays by Harm
Merriweather, Dunlap, and 3
e
Landis (two fumble recoveries)
An addition to the Tiger dPfo
• _l_ Unr cnnrlzoH toom
.l
which
has sparked team enthusi
asnii
that of the "Bengals." The Beno!,,
'gal's
consist of the second string defens
They will get in for six plays (at'lf*'
giving the first string a rest.' (s^
day the Bengals, after three Du
caused a fumble and freshm^'
lineman Kelly Stewart recovered it)
Special feams-Outside of mis,.,.
field goals and misplaced idekojg
Saturday, the Tigers special teams
looking strong. Leading PCAA pj
ter Miller returns as do kickers Jeff
Council and Scott Kinney.
The Conference-According
Street and Smith's Official College
Football Yearbook 1981, the PqA
is predicted to finish as follows- i
San Jose State, 2. Utah State, 3, l'0 '
Beach State, 4. Fresno State s
Pacific, 6. Cal St. Fullerton.
' '
This year will see the PCyu
teams competing for a berth in the
First Annual California Bowl to be
held in Fresno's new football-soccer
siadulm. The winner of the PCA\
wili play the winner of the MidAmericanConference December 19 j„
Fresno.
The sidelines-An additional
highlight of Saturday's game against
CMU was what was going on in the
stands. A crowd of more than 16,000
(Which was minus many students
most of whom had not arrived on
campus yet) were treated to a good
game, half-time fireworks, an impressive and much improved pep
squad clus the addition of "Super
Tiger," a jazz band, a local high
school band, and walking vendors
selling refreshments in the stands. The
atmosphere was very spirited.

The NO. 1 Calculator and Computer Company

This dining hall for students is open Monday through Friday. Hours are available breakfast
lunch, and dinner.

That L.A. or Frisco Can't?

3805 N. West Lane

as.

youngest of the threesome is the quar-

celebrated in th)
IV.
first Mexicans n
but it has on
popular.
The reason
Ruiz, a local Ci
during the '60'
movement," tl
groups were lo
with which to
Mayo was chosi
day. It falls ne
whereas some i
holidays occur
times of the schc
Ruiz statt
holiday is a pri
celebration, all
ticipate. He t
such as Cinco r
more
promin
American relations fill1 UltMljUlll'lieu.
Ruiz further stated that Cinco de
Mayo is not just a holiday. He
believes that it is a chance for people
of all cultures and races to come
together and learn about the varying
Mexican cultures.

Auto Beauty Center

though.

Sports Editor

UNIVERSITY CENTER FOOD SERVICE —
THE SUMMIT, RATHSKELLER & REDWOOD ROOM
The Summit is our fast food area. It is open from 7:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. Another area open for
employment is the Lunch Rathskeller, open from 11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

SPORT <

Would like to CONGRATULATE

First Athle

We also serve lunch at the Redwood Room Monday through Friday, 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m
Waiters and waitresses are needed to serve.

UOP won

UNIVERSITY of the PACIFIC

For more information call Ann - 946-2394.

RATHSKELLER
Another employment opportunity is the Rathskeller. This is a student gathering place, serving
pizza, salads, and sandwiches and a variety of drinks and desserts. We are open Monday
-Sunday from 6:30 p.m. -10:00 p.m.

UNIVEI

On the opening of

s

For more information call Kathy at 946-2394 or 946-2357

MONDAY, SEF

THE SPANOS CENTER

WAITERS & WAITRESSES FOR CATERING
Call Clare - 946-2394
We need waiters and waitresses to serve banquets and receptions on campus. Hours are
flexible, and can be arranged around your schedule. You will be paid a minimum of 2 hours
for lunch and 3 hours for dinner. Also, meals will be provided free of charge to all who work
banquets.

5 p.m.

Fashion Show & Dance Troupe (Ohana Club)

/What Can Stockton\
Do For Your Car

lim
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interrupted
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George Dunlap and tackle to'^
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SPRING STUDENT SPECIAL
ON SPERRY T0P-SIDERS

Hewlett Packard is
working with the advanced
Campus Electronic Store of
the University of the Pacific
to bring you a fine line
of business products.

Sir Gauuan

DISCOUNTS EFFECTIVE THROUGH
MAY 31st

"xorw
"%Wh

„r
°0|
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10% off on
Brown Moccasin

LEATHER
MOCCASIN

Tothp
p

>Y> o
N J sPecir,c

with Student Body Card

Tops on the campus and the
deck'—the flexible moccasin for
smart barefooting. With fashionable
rugged look.

y ^fSuperhair, Inc.
pn

Sculpture Cutting
Artistically combining precision with

15% off on
Boardwalk

Sap1• a "contoured look'
specifically suited for you

'with Student Body Card

BOARDWALK
For boating and casual wear, full grained leathers;
handsewn, 3 eyelet moccasin; color-coordinated
cutsoles; updated round toe; new styled interlacing
collar.

Sir Gauuan's Superftair Salons
ALSO

15% off on the
new Camp Moccasin
with Student Body Card
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With the help of the newlycompleted A.G. Spanos Center,
student involvement can return to
UOP athletics.
UOP men's basketball games,
formerly played at the Stockton Civic
Auditorium "The Pit", approx

^•1
• •

Last year's
nationally
ranked women's volleyball
team will be the first to play in the
neWly opened Alex G. Spanos Center.
Tiger volleyball will play their season
opener Sept. 14, 7:30 pm against
They will again play at
0reg0n.
home Sept. 17 against Northwestern
at 7:30 pm.
,econd

imately three miles from campus, are
well within students leacn.

now

• i>

FOOTBALL
X 1 ^ii

«..

"

^ Liz *

(From page 6)
University of Washington~The
Tigers will enter a rather unfair battle
(and battle is no overstatement)
Saturday when they travel to Seattle
to take on the UW Huskies, definite
Rose Bowl contenders.
Pacific goes into the game with a
"hit and have fun" philosophy of
giving their best and letting the chips
fall (and hopefully not too many
players) where they may.
According
to
Washington's
Head Coach Don James, the Huskies

/

^°mhe"'s vo»eyball, for which sup
P
has escalated in recent years wil
facil*y to
crowds, and an on-campus
locatron for tournaments formerly
{^ neighboring Delta College.
ter is the It*1n3Ct °f the sPanos Cen
ter is the student-oriented program,
S back to cam us."
said
said Athlf.t^°n
Athletic Director Elkin IkeP
Isaac.

enhnn°

y-WiU the SPanos

Center

enhance varsity sports but it will
provide another facility for inA late aight intramural
asketball game, which was common
m the past, may now be rare with the
addition of another facility.
According to Isaac', "Kathy
Klein, Intramurals Director, will have

a real voice in the Spanos Center."
Among other things, the Spanos
Center will provide as a facility for
dance progr jns, concerts and lec
tures.
With the completion of the 10year dream fulfilled by the Spanos
Center, plans to upgrade South Cam
pus gym are in the making. Possible
conversions would include handball
and raquetball courts, a dance studio,
sportsmedicine facilities, etc. The
land between the gym and the Spanos
Center and to the southwest of both

buildings is expected to be the future
site of a lighted women's softball
diamond and an additional field for
field hockey and soccer.
"We have dreams for the area,"
says Isaac. "We'd like to dream big
and develop something unique; a
recreation center and preventitive
medicine-human
performance
laboratory.
Potential for our
program is only limited by our
imagination. With community in
volvement we can add to our
program."

AN
September 18, 1981

next year

have "a lot of respect for the PCAA"
and see the match (UW season
opener) as a chance to test out their
new offensive players and answer any
questions they have about them
selves.
Time, health, and the weeks to
come will tell whether or not the third
year's a charm or whether the Tigers
are bowl-bound
California Bowl
that is.
Saturday's game will be broad
cast live on KJOY 1280 AM Radio.
Gametime is 1:30 p.m.
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First Athletic Event at the Spanos Center

UNIVERSITY of OREGON
MONPAY, SEPTEMBER 14TH 7:30 PM
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UOP WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
vs

>ANOS CENTER

A

«Tiger volleyball claws for win
fover Oregon this week. New
team and new arena debut.
S(see story page 11).

To the first 1,000 at the door

so.
GOOD LUCK & BEST WISHES

F and H CONSTRUCTION

«n#
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H jn his speech, Beaton cited press
I. worn as "one of the most critical
National issues that this student
•^ration will have to face" in the
Dear future.
I,, Beaton described a declaration
LJ, "Declaration of Talloires")
cti was "a specific response to a
|...utlon adopted by the United
Educational, Scientific and
tl' Organization (UNESCO).''
chief
executive
iesci 'he UPI
"bed UNESCO's intent as clear:
"would legitimize state
1
use and manipulation of the
> for self-serving purposes."
declared UNESCO a
* 'dominated organization, and
L ed it leaders of heine "more of-

"Well—as—educational activities"
designed to bring the Stockton and
University communities together.
The ASUOP chief also noted
that the yearbook is being revived
under the title of "The Epoch.
1982's edition will be the first such
book published by the students since
1974.
Hartley went on to mention the
constructional expansions that are
occurring here at UOP, as well as the
pride which the completion of the
Events Center will provide in Pacific.
However, not until the tail-end
of Hartley's address did he get down
to the nitty-gritty.
"We, as students, have a right to
voice our concerns to the ad
ministration, and have those concerns
heard," said Hartley. "But with that
right comes a heavy responsibility of
involvement, of each of us takm8
upon ourselves, both individually and
collectively, the responsibility of

(See SPANOS page 5)

ppers
sr

STOCKTON, CA. 95205

t t t t t .

^ing representatives or an lilt)
iversity's
inner
colleges
and
sessional schools, marched in a
Pand gown procession.
The "Convocation Ensemble,"
flip of UOP band members, perEJd intermittently throughout the

in chemistry
ility is quite
refinement

We can't seem to congratulate
UOP in enough ways on their
NEW SPANOS EVENTS CENTER

4945 WATERLOO RD

Faculty out-numbered students: at last weekend's convocation
the opening of the Spanos Center.

n and construcrder of the day
progress moune engineering
facility's structure, and the celebrated
completion of the Spanos Events
Center.
But it's a third, less visible, new
addition that has some 500 students
and several faculty members singing
praises—the new chemistry building,
located along Mendocino Street on
the south section of campus.
Though only half completed, the
new facility contains four general
chemistry laboratories on the first
floor that have been in use since
spring. According to Larry Spreer,
chemistry department chairman, the
new facilities are "excellent" and run
"much larger than the national
average."
Twenty-four students can now
be accommodated comfortably and
safely in each new lab station easing
the
notoriously
crowded
and
unhealthy conditions at the old
facilities in Weber Hall.
"Very, very poor" is how Spreer
describes the ventilation system in
Weber HalJ labs, where students of-

$2.5 million donated to library expansion
Matthew Kaestner
Stiff Writer

•ih-"
t\

A
.1 •

pOp library fund will soon
Hon t Onation totaling $2.5
iilia W° m'Eion will come from
SOnT^Knox Holt Foundation
is a personal donation
It eJ^airman of the foundation,
kntAtherton, also a University
^ese
than^»nataons w'li add to the
*2.5 million in pledges

„v5r a 10-y.ar period that.heCrr,er
pacific Campaign has raised for ex
pandm^the Library^
of

new
donations
enable anew university
committee to decide the service, and
ci ze of the new facility.
„
Davis feels that the present UOP
u
~,' He individualized and
nbrOT mdsf areas and is deficient in
group stu y
sc'rv;ces. Davis noted
Sat ahhoush the liberal arts coilec-

S

tion is extensive, the professional
school and graduate collections need
to be strengthed. Overall, Davis
stated that "Our periodical and book
collections are suffering the strains of
inflation."
A feasability study, already con
ducted by Ratcliff architects, will
provide a base for the planning of a
new library edition. The study rejec
ted a previous plan to build a south
edition to the present library. In
stead, the study recommended, due to

cost and long-range space con
siderations, that a separate building
be placed slightly northeast of the
present library, blocking off the
street.
Acting University President Clif
ford Hand refused to comment on the
recent $2.5 million donation before
press time, but his personal secretary
said that Dr. Hand was preparing to
make an official announcement con
cerning the donation next week.

Director of Summer Sessions at
UOP, the most likely alternative is
for the University to offer "experien
tial learning, field trips, independent
study, and concentrated intensive
study" for four weeks after the
scheduled May 8 commencement in
1983.
"Right now, we have a fourweek break after graduation until the
first summer school session," Smith
said.
The feasibility of a "Summer
Term" program is only one of several
problems the Administration faces in
implementing the new calendar, ac
cording to C.O.P. Dean Roy A.
Whiteker.
Whiteker bitterly opposed the
notion of eliminating Winter Term,
but
now
recognizes
the
"inevitability" of the decision, and
hopes to make it work at UOP's
largest liberal arts school.
•'One of the things that has to
change is the number of units
required for graduation. It's going to
have to be reduced, probably to 124
units," Whiteker said.
Although Whiteker opposed the
idea of a modified Winter Term
proposal that would have included
14-week semesters and a three-week
Winter Term worth three units,
ASUOP President Hartley found the
14-3-14 proposal acceptable.
"We're still looking for a com
promise solution," Hartley said.
"We just don't think this thing is
over yet."

Library director Hiram Davis

ten work with substances that emit
harmful vapors.
The new building, however,
features a "safe and efficient" ven
tilating system which effectively
reduces these fumes, says Spreer.
Safety showers, used in emergencies
to douse the victim of a fire or
chemical burn, are also more easily
accessible and visible, he notes.
Crowding, a serious problem
with the Weber Hall rooms, had
previously necessitated scheduling of
lab classes at night, which in turn
made evening building maintenence
difficult. This pitfall has also been
eliminated.
Spreer explained that the new
chemistry building has "much more
space for each student," and all
general chemistry labs are now more
conveniently held during the day.
A separate balance and in
strument room connecting the new
labs is an added bonus, facilitating
chemistry procedures, and sub
sequently allowing for more ex
periment accuracy, Spreer believes.
Funding for the facility has come
largely from the Irvine Foundation, a
Southern-California-based
group
which donated $l.l million for the
project. UOP has also provided
monies.
For the chemistry faculty, the
recent construction fills
a longawaited need. "We've wanted it for
10 or 15 years now," Spreer commen
ted. But their dream has only half
come true to date.
The second floor of the building,
eventually intended for four organic
chemistry labs and offices, has not
been fully constructed yet.
But since the designs for the up
per floor have been finalized, Spreer
is hoping for a completion date in the
near future. No date has yet been of
ficially set for this occurrence,
however.
The new structure will serve nine
chemistry department faculty mem
bers, as well as the estimated 550
students each semester who schedule
chemistry lab sessions.
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CENTER -From page 1
It occurred to me last weekend as I began
my graduation celebration that it's a damn
good thing that college only lasts four years.
Not even considering the financial im|
plications of another year or two, the fact of the
matter is the human body cannot take much
more of this abuse. And when I stumble across
Knoles Lawn three weeks from now (probably
in a near coma), I will truly begin, along with
the rest of the Class of '81, a well-deserved and
long overdue vacation.
I suppose it's in order to take a few minutes
to reflect on the Camp Pacific experience and
consider just what it has really meant.
The first thing that comes to my mind is
what an incredible financial setback this whoU
ordeal has been. Somehow the joy of receiving
that diploma becomes greatly diminished wher
along with it they hand you a loan repayment
book good for ten or fifteen THOUSANE
dollars. And when you consider that you coulc
probably pay off most of those loans with the
money that you've spent on beer and othei
recreational aids over the last four years, yot
begin to wonder just what you've accomplishec
here.
But you've accomplished a great deal.
You've written all those papers. You'vi
taken all those exams. You've finished all thosi
incompletes. AND you've made it to almos
half of those nine o'clock classes. You've mad>
it safely home after the wildest of parties ant
you've
survived
every
one
of
thos
hangovers...and lived to tell about it.
Now those are accomplishments!
But there must be more to college tha

only 1,200 people and aside from the
even smaller Long Theater, had
previously served as the only large in
door theater on campus.
Dr. Hand also noted that "a
large range of activities can be carried
on in the events center," and cited
this as a major benefit of the com
plex.
As a third major positive point
for the Center, Dr. Hand pointed out
that the community will also benefit
greatly from its construction.
"We need to have a close and co
operative relationship with Stockton
and the community," Dr. Hand ad
ded.
The building of the Spanos Cen
ter has created numerous controver
sies throughout its construction. The

BRAWL
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CONGRAimAl
major problem faced by planners and
the Pacific administration has been
financiers. The project suffered from
a severely inflated budget. To date,
$3.5 million has been raised from
local businesses and residents toward
the $7 million total project cost. This
is the largest amount ever raised in
Stockton for one project.
The capacity of the handsome
facility is 6,000 with future expansion
to possibly reach 8,000. The seats are
comprised of permanent theatre type
seats, fixed bleachers and fold-out
bleachers.
The Center will be used for con
certs, lectures and various UOP
athletic events, as well as many other
unique activities.

Staff Writer

l wo UQP coeds were sexually
molested by the sanv "-an iasi
Tuesday morning, on the Calaveras
footbridge, and on Manchester
Avenue.
Campus Police suspect that the
attacker is the same person who

S G H U L f f i C O M O T Y

WE WISH UOP & ITS
EVENTS CENTER THE
BEST OF LUCK

(From page 4)

vestigation by the JUJ and a series of
ten hearings spanning over a month,
the JUJ decided to place SAE on
probation for a four-year period.
The probation calls for a maximum
penalty of charter revocation if any
"further incidents which represent a
significant violation of the student
honor and social code occur.

Schuler Co.

Termination of the probation is
possible at the end of the second and
third year if the OSL deems it "in the
best interests of the University," as
stated in a report from JUJ to the
OSL.
SAE is also required by the JUJ
to pay for injuries to any individual
Archites and for damages to the Archania house.

1 7 0 5 N. Broadway

Stockton, Ca

PAYMENT (From page 1)
some contribution to it."
The acting president added, "I
would hope that as the students see
the promise that the Spanos Center
gives of increased opportunities to
enrich the life on campus events, that
people will be more willing to accept
some kind of a fee."

Both Ellis Calija, Spanos Center
Manager, and Dr. Winterberg agree
that the operational fees are normal
and not exhorbitant.

rJ^'CIIHH'nd

More information on student
funding of the Events Center will ap
pear in future issues of the Pacifican,
as soon as proposals become
finalized.

Sell it or say it for only

$1.00

in
the Pacifican classified
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What Can Stockton
Do For Your Car
That L.A. or Frisco Can't?

Give it a Ming Mirror Finish, that's what. With summer
coming on, your car deserves to look like a million
bucks. And sun, dirt and grime will be doing their best
to make sure it doesn't
unless you give It to Ming.
Ming's exclusive process restores and protects a
better-than-show room shine.
And it's guaranteed
for 3 years . . . with
out waxing.
But
Ming's not at home.
It's right here in
Stockton. Come on
in and look us over
Wi
<V
before you hit the
road. Your car will
be glad you did.

lim

466-2253
Auto Beauty Center
3805 N. West Lane

ALEX G. SPANOS
CENTER

Pacifican Classified

Personal Ad Section

celebrated in tPHONE:
NAME:
first Mexicans
but it has c
Staff Writer
MESSAGE:
popular.
The reaso
The Mexican Independence Day
Cinco de Mayo, will be celebrated at
Ruiz, a local (
the University of the Pacific as well as during the '61
in the Stockton community. The movement,"
celebration will be one-week long, groups were f
with a series of events and activities with which tc
commemorating the Mexican In Mayo was chqi
day. It falls n,
dependence Movement.
1 lie comnuuuiN celebration will whereas some
open May 1 in the Un«yer«?ty Theatre holidays occu
Mail in Campus or U.S. mail to:
with dancing, music, poetry, speakers times of the scl
Ruiz sta
and folk songs. The festival will con
2
tinue until May 11, Mother's Day
holiday is a p
£Gregg Goldman, Pacifican North Hall,
celebration, a|
rineo de Mavo is the Mexican ticipate. He
equivalent to the U.S.'s Indepen such as Cinco
more
promi
dence Day. The Mexican holidav is a
n'g, *
national one. celebrating tbe Mexican
American relaflTT t:il' MIl'lllUllllilU.
libera;ton liom Trance Specifically
Ruiz further stated that Cinco de
Fashion Show & Dance Troupe (Ohana Club)
Mayo is not just a holiday. He
Cinco de Mayo celebrates the French's
believes that it is a chance for people
defeat at Puebla (a city near Mexico
of all cultures and races to come
City) by the Mexican general Ignacio
together and learn about the varying
Zargoza.
Cinco de Mayo has been
Mexican cultures.

By T.K. Rohan

Welcomes The Opening Of
the

assaulted eight
at UOP last yet
The first
9:35 a.m., w
walking on th
campus. The s
in the same di
the victim.
While pas;
the suspect j

UOP, Stockton si
Cinco de Mayo a
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from the

Two c
By Steve Ko

cot
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We Are Looking Forward
ToWorkingWith

Manager Ellis Calija

GOOD LUCK ELLIS

}

3rd Floor j

"CJLCULU uy

SPRING STUDENT SPECIAL
ON SPERRY TOP SIDERS

Sir Gauuan

DISCOUNTS EFFECTIVE THROUGH
MAY 31st

10% off on
m'Brown Moccasin

LEATHER
MOCCASIN

with Student Body Card

Tops on the campus and the
deck—the flexible moccasin for
smart barefooting. With fashionable
rugged look.

Superhair, Inc.

Sculpture Cutting
15% off on
Boardwalk

1

Artistically combining precision with
shaP®
• . • a "contoured look
specifically suited lor you

with Student Body Card

BOARDWALK
For boating and casual wear, full grained leathers;
handsewn, 3 eyelet moccasin; color-coordinated
cutsoles; updated round toe; new styled interlacing
collar.

Gauuan s Superhair Saloi^
ALSO

15% off on the
new Camp Moccasin
with Student Body Card

BIRKENSTOCK'S FOOTPRINT
1205 WEST SIDE OF MERVYN'S
477-2955

Winner

of

7

of 10 Awards

in ,K°robeSt ^a'rstyleS
an Joaquin Valley.
°Pen 7 days a week
Mair n 204R pa„-f.
Super Hair III 1 209 W A C Av u e - 948-5560 (Miracle N
Super Hair IV 1 33 Vi|ian 1 Lane 957-4244 (Next[to

^er uair V Quail Lakes r

478-0498

(At I-5)

Super Hair VI Hamm er 1 e " , e r 957-91 98.
7>
Center 952-6868 ( N e x t t o Z

C.O.P. Dean Roy Whlteker

jor addresses b)
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